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One of the most frequently asked question in our practice is what kind of mattress should I buy? My answer is always 
“the one you like the most”. Like most things in life, there is not one “perfect” mattress that beats all others, despite 
what marketing tries to get you to believe. The truth is that mattress preferences and even needs vary from one person 
to the next. Generally speaking, men do well with mattresses that are on the firm end of the spectrum. This is due to the 
narrow structure and higher muscle mass of men, making us more dense (yup, I said it). A firmer mattress will better 
support these “dense” individuals rather than sinking in and getting absorbed by the mattress. Women, on the other 
hand, do better with softer mattresses because it allows the curves to sink into the bed, providing more comfort. 

Here is the general spectrum of mattress firmness from 1 to 10. Keep in mind that no one likes sleeping at the extreme 
ends (1-2 or 9-10). If you do, get a water bed or sleep on the floor. Just kidding, please don’t do that. 

 

Men will typically respond best to medium to firm mattresses in the 6 to 8 range, while women fall in the 4 to 7 range. 
Why the larger range for women? Because they can. 

So if you share a bed with the other gender, you hopefully have similar densities or at least preferences for mattress 
firmness. 

Some of the other factors they should determine how firm you should go are sleeping position and age. Side sleepers 
and the toss-and-turners do better with medium firm mattresses because they offer more pressure relief. Back sleepers 
have more flexibility when it comes to firmness but generally choose the medium firm level of mattresses. Why no 
recommendations for you stomach sleepers? Because it is bad for your spine from top to bottom. For realsies, don’t do 
that. 

As we age we tend to require a firmer mattress. This is because our body needs more support in the lying down position, 
and to be honest, a firm bed is easier to get out of then a soft fluffy puff ball. 

All of that being said, here are our current mattress recommendations in 2022 (in no particular order): 

The Select Comfort – a SleepNumber bed; best for couples that can’t agree on one firmness level. While it can be 
expensive, they have a longer lifespan and have 20+ year warranties (usually). 

WinkBed – a very good “hybrid” mattress with memory foam AND your typical bed springs.  

Nectar – best foam mattress based on quality, support and value. 

Bioposture – foam mattress with Celliant cover designed to promote tissue oxygenation for healthier sleep and faster 
recovery. Designed with Chiropractors on their advisory board. 

At the end of the day, a bed more on the firm scale with a good warranty is the way to go. Because if you don’t like it, 
you can buy a mattress topper to make it less firm. You can’t go the other way though. Good luck and sweet dreams! 
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